Online courses have many forms. Some are electronic correspondence courses. Others are lecture/discussion courses, with videos, and forums. Some courses use tools like SecondLife to simulate a physical space.

How to choose the best form for a course? One approach is to study research on learning, and use whatever mix of technology and face-to-face instruction is most effective.

This paper examines a model for skill-based courses, like algebra, writing, and computer programming. The model helps skill learning be more effective and efficient, for both students and faculty. It is blended (partly online, and partly face-to-face), and particularly suited to flipped courses (Bergmann and Sams, 2012). The model is called Dolfinity, for reasons explained below.

There is an associated business model as well. Traditionally, textbooks authors get a small fraction of textbook revenue, have limited control over content, and can only write for large markets. Students pay high prices.

The Dolfinity business model lets authors create online textbook-like-things (called dolfins), sell them at whatever price they wish, keep most of the revenue, and retain control over content. Authors can offer low prices, and still make a liv-
ing from their work. They can afford to write niche books, even books for one university or school district.

The Dolfinity model is about learning skills. Let’s begin by talking about skills and skill learning.

**Skills**

The goal of a skill course is performance. Students create artifacts, like poems, engineering designs, and lesson plans. Other tasks include repairing an artifact (e.g., debugging a program), and adapting an artifact (e.g., setting a Shakespearean play in modern times).

Competent performers have declarative knowledge, or facts, like how to spell “declarative.” They also have process knowledge, knowing how to use facts to meet performance goals.

Some process knowledge is embedded in patterns. They are solutions that competent performers find useful. For example, rhetorical patterns include metaphor, antithesis, and the rhetorical question. Computer programming patterns include model-view-controller, and the singleton.

Other process knowledge is about problem solving strategies. Some strategies are domain specific, like “to find a program bug, compare the output the program should produce, with the output it does produce.” Other strategies are general aspects of critical thinking, like “identify criteria for judging success.”

**Learning skills**

Problem solving strategies are relatively difficult to learn. In programming, Robins, Rountree, and Rountree (2003) suggest that:

... basic program planning rather than specific language features is the main source of difficulty. (p. 154)
Consequently:

A strong movement in computing and informatics education considers programming to be an application of skills in problem solving. (Pears, Seidman, et al., 2007, p. 207)

Most programming textbooks are organized around language features. There will be a chapter on variables and expressions, another on if statements, another on loops, and so on.

A programming book with a problem solving orientation would be organized around tasks, such as summarizing data, or implementing a map in a role playing game. Language features would be introduced as necessary to complete tasks. This is sometimes called “outcome-driven learning.”

The task-oriented approach lends itself to “deep learning,” a general term for helping students learn processes, as well as declarative facts. A key is to carefully choose the tasks students complete. Students encounter important strategies when the tasks they are given lend themselves to solution using those strategies.

Further, choosing multiple tasks completed with the same strategy helps students generalize across contexts. For example, the solutions to two dissimilar programming tasks might both involve decomposition (breaking a problem into simpler pieces). Decomposition is one of the “Big Ideas” (Wiggins and McTighe, 2005) of programming. That the same strategy can be used for many tasks should be explicitly explained to students, who may not make the inference themselves.

Metacognition helps students examine their strategies. Students reflect on how they worked on a task (Bransford, Brown, and Cocking, 2000). For example, a pair of students might talk about their approaches to solving the same physics problem (Fagen, Crouch, and Mazur, 2002).

Students can’t learn skills without practice. Students should get formative feedback on their work (Bransford, Brown, and Cocking, 2000). This is distinct from summative
feedback, that is, grades. Grades assess how well students learned in the past. Formative feedback helps with current learning, that may be assessed in the future with a summative exam.

Formative feedback is usually a list of specific things a student can do to improve his/her artifacts. Some of the feedback should tie the student’s work to process strategies, and to the field’s Big Ideas. For example, if a novice programmer does not indent code correctly, s/he should be reminded that indenting helps achieve program readability, another of programming’s Big Ideas.

Ideally, students would get a chance to improve their solutions, and submit them again. Take this approach further, and we have mastery learning (Guskey, 1997), where students must demonstrate their understanding of one topic before they can move on to the next.

**Dolphins**

A dolfin is a combination textbook-workbook-feedback-assessment Web site. It replaces a traditional textbook for a skills course. Dolfin is more-or-less an acronym, for deep, outcome-driven learning, feedback intensive. The n stands for nothing. It just rounds out the acronym.

(If you can think of a better name after you’ve read the rest of this paper, let me know.)

Dolphins are outcome-driven. Figure 1 shows the table of contents for a dolfin about basic Web design, available at http://corecogs.com:
The dolfin helps students learn HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. However, none of the those terms are in the table of contents, because they are technologies, not outcomes. “A Web page with text”—the first chapter—is an outcome. It covers a little HTML and CSS, only that needed to meet the goal.

Figure 2 gives the table of contents for the first chapter. Towards the bottom, you’ll see a lesson on “Writing for the Web.” Figure 3 shows the contents of that lesson.
The lesson is not about technology, but about writing. It covers nontechnical practices needed to meet the goal: Making a text Web page.

DOLFINITY PRINCIPLE 1:

Dolphins are organized around outcomes.

Another chapter is about reusing existing Web designs for a new Web site. Figure 4 shows the chapter’s table of contents. The chapter is entirely about process. No new technology is introduced.
DOLFINITY PRINCIPLE 2:

Dolphins are fact light, and process heavy.

One of the lessons in Figure 4 is “Renata and CC reuse a design.” Figure 5 shows part of the lesson. Renata and CC are types of pedagogical agents (Lester, Converse, Kahler, Barlow, Stone, and Bhogal, 1997). In a dolphin, they are like characters in a novel. Students watch them work on a Web site, seeing their successes and failures. The most important part of deep learning is the doing, and the feedback. Exercises are central to dolphins; the Web site dolphin has 161 of them. Some are embedded in the content, some are gathered in exercise sets. Most exercises involve artifact creation.

DOLFINITY PRINCIPLE 3:

Dolphins have many exercises.

Students enter their solutions in dolphins, and ask for feedback (Figure 6).

Reviewers evaluate solutions, and give formative feedback comments. Students can correct errors, and submit again. Students earn badges for completed exercises. Figure 7 shows a completed exercise with reviewer feedback.
Exercise: Ordered list of dog breeds
Find a list of dog breeds on the Web. Create a Web page with a list of five of your favorites. List them in your order of preference: favorite first, next favorite second, etc.
Upload your page to your server, and add a link below.

Your solution


Figure 5. Pedagogical agents

Figure 6. Submitting a solution for an exercise -
DOLFINITY PRINCIPLE 4:

Dolphins users get formative feedback.

Recall that The Web site dolfin has 161 exercises for each student. For a class of 40 students, that is a lot of feedback, even if half of the exercises are optional. However, if we are serious about helping students learn skills, giving formative feedback is not optional. Further, it cannot be given by a computer. Computers cannot assess how well, say, a business letter implements rhetoric’s Big Ideas.

A key to dolfinity is an efficient workflow for giving feedback, implemented as “clickable rubrics.” When an author creates an exercise, s/he also creates a rubric, that is, a set of standards for determining the correctness of a solution. Figure 8 shows an example. When giving feedback, a reviewer (e.g., the instructor) clicks on the attainment level for each rubric. That creates a message to the student, listing what is right and
Figure 8. Clickable rubric

Wrong with the solution. The reviewer can edit the text message before sending it.

Clickable rubrics let reviewers assess solutions to simple exercises in as little as 30 seconds. For the Web site dolfin, 30-60 minutes spent each day giving feedback is enough to keep up with a class of 40 or so.

DOLFINITY PRINCIPLE 5:

Dolphins have an efficient feedback workflow.

Most of the students’ work is online, reading and doing exercises. However, individual contact is still important. Students meet with a tutor perhaps once per week, for one-on-one help with problem solving.

DOLFINITY PRINCIPLE 6:

There is one-on-one contact between students and an expert tutor.
There’s much more to say about dolfinity. Some highlights:

- Dolfins are perfect for flipped classes.
- Thousands of students can use the same dolfin simultaneously. However, students still receive individual attention through the feedback system, and in their tutorials.
- Dolfins can be customized. Instructors can select content, choose exercises, and add their own material. Dolfins can even be branded for individual schools.
- Exercise reviewers can be instructors, assistants, or other students.
- Reviewers need not be local, or even in the same country.
- Reviewers must have content skill, but need not be educational experts.
- A student’s solutions form a natural eportfolio.
- Dolfins capture data about each student. If several exercises are due each week, the instructor knows which students are falling behind, without waiting for the midterm.
- Dolfins can be updated instantly.
- Student performance data can help improve dolfins. For instance, if students are consistently missing a particular rubric, then the explanation for that concept should be improved.
- Students can work on dolfins at times and places that are convenient.
- Since dolfins have many exercises, students spend more time studying than they may expect.
- My experience is that teaching is more enjoyable when I drop lectures, and help students solve problems one-on-one.
Making dolpins

I envision individuals and small groups creating their own dolpins. Part of my work is making tools for them to do so. Some tools are ready, but much remains to be done.

Authors could offer dolpins for free, if they choose. However, authors should be able to charge for dolpins, under a business model that lets them keep most of gross sales. Authors could make a living from their dolpins, with the time and incentive to make them high-quality, up-to-date products. If authors receive the lion share of revenue, they could afford to sell access to their dolpins at a low price, and still support themselves.

This is, potentially, a new type of knowledge work. Academics from all fields could create dolpins, instead of or along with their university jobs. Dolpins could be hubs of intellectual exchange, as well as learning tools.

There are interesting scenarios. For example, two Detroit high school teachers might create math dolpins, specifically for that city. The dolpins would use local landmarks, like Ford Field. The exercises would include data from last night’s Piston’s game, even relevant video from the game. The dolpins would help Detroit Public Schools implement flipped math classes, like those that have been so successful at Clintondale High School (Green, 2012). The teachers could sell their dolpins at a low price, and still support themselves. They could invest all of their work time in improving math education across the city.

There are many other possibilities, such as:

- Chemistry dolpins in Spanish for students in Florida.
- Algebra dolpins in Hindi for students in Pune, India.
- Writing dolpins for Oakland University students.
- (Your idea here.)
Conclusion

Dolfinity implements learning science principles to help students learn skills effectively and efficiently. Dolfins use people’s time well. Human experts do the things that only humans can do: give feedback, and one-on-one help. Other things are left to computers.

You can see two dolfins at http://coredogs.com. I designed the tools used to make CoreDogs for my own use. They are not appropriate for, er, normal (i. e., nongeek) people. I’m working on new tools that are more usable.

The dolfinity business model lets authors make a living from high-quality dolfins. They do not need a publishing company. Small niches can be served economically.

Online learning is here to stay, but its final form is not yet clear. Now is the time to influence what online learning will become. It may be that dolfinity, or something like it, will be part of the future.
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